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ACCESSORIZE YOUR HOME HEATING-COOLING SYSTEM
There is a new development that allows a lot of homeowners to accessorize their central
cooling and heating system. The work that needs to be done to accomplish this
remarkable makeover usually requires zero remodeling or changing of existing
appliances.
The reason for the development is that all basic furnace installations were never set up to
get the hot air out of the second floor or stop the cold air from collecting in the basement.
Every multilevel homeowner wants to solve cooling the upstairs in the summer,
conditioning the basement, and heating cold rooms in winter. These homeowners know
the only manageable portion of the house is the main level around the thermostat.
They also immediately sense the difference as they go from level to level. Their
frustration makes them think the system they have is too small or two systems would
have zoned the levels better. All their efforts to cool the upstairs just run up the electric
bill and freeze the basement. Heating is sometimes no better. There are rooms in these
houses that are unlivable winter and summer.
Until now most accept and adjust to the way things are because the normal major overall
is too expensive and inconvenient. It requires a complete home remodeling experience in
most cases. That's what compelled Woody Bates at A&H Contractors Inc. to develop a
simple low cost approach — Powerzoning.
Powerzoning stands alone in a sea of alternatives for zone control. It is a tremendous
breakthrough from the traditional way of moving air around in the home. It is
trademarked, copyrighted and patent pending. Powerzoning is the first reconfigurable
way to have unparallel control have the existing heating and cooling system. It requires
little or no remodeling, electricity, thermostats etc. It normally costs $900 to $1,800.
Powerzoning opens a cavernous route to force the supply and return merging of stratified
air top and bottom for a more consistent temperature throughout. Powerzoning can match

your living style and demands wherever you spend quality time in your home.
Powerzoning's refined design is engineered to team up with the furnace fan for a
powerful boosting of the air flow. It makes the whole system work better and last longer.
Powerzoning testimonials range from top government officials to NFL players and
coaches, to a grant funded study by Northern Illinois University. It works in townhomes
and condos as well as single-family homes. It works in older homes where there are no
returns on the second floor.
For instant answers to common questions, or for an in-depth understanding of
Powerzoning features and operations or a thorough review of your system, homeowners
can call 1-888-234-4525, or visit our website: www.powerzoning.com
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